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FOREWORD

Thank you for having chosen this machine.
If you follow the present instructions
carefully you will certainly be satisfied with
its performance and guarantee.
In the event of claims or comments, the
reference text will be considered the one
written in the manufacturer's native language,
that is, in Italian.

1. GUARANTEE

- The guarantee has a validity of twelve (12)
months starting from the date of purchase of
the appliance or of any integral part of it.
- The guarantee covers the replacement of
any defective parts which are ensured as
having been damaged during manufacture.
It is applied directly by the dealer.
- Labour costs are always to be met by the
purchaser, together with transport, packaging
costs, and transport risks.
- The guarantee is subordinated to the
restitution of damaged parts which have to
be sent CARRIAGE PAID along with
information on  the appliance, such as model,
serial number and defect of the machine in
which the damaged part was mounted.
- The guarantee is not valid if the appliance
has been misused or if there have been
mistakes in the electrical connections, wrong
or inappropriate installation, regardlessness
of the instructions concerning assembly and
use or changes carried out by unauthorised
persons. The guarantee is void when the
serial number has been scratched or taken
off or altered in any way.
- The guarantee is not valid for the following
items: parts which are subject to a normal
wear like belts, valve membranes and rubber
parts at large. Electric components like motor,
coils, contactors, heaters and so on.

2. INTRODUCTION

The present booklet has been drawn up in a
simple and rational way, so as to acquaint the
reader with the appliance. Please, read it
carefully and keep it with the machine yet
consider that the warning and advice
contained in this manual might not cover
every possible contingency. This is why it is
important to point out that common sense,
care and caution cannot be supplied with the
machine, but must be supplied by those
responsible for its installation, maintenance
and use. Whoever operates the machine must
read this manual beforehand.
Should the appliance need repairing, the
manufacturer recommends the use of
original spare parts (paragraph 8.4 explains
how to order them).

The descriptions and sketches given in this
manual do not bind the manufacturer, who
reserves the right to duly update them and/or
include any upgrading modification of parts
and fittings as he deems necessary for
manufacturing or commercial purposes, at
any time and without previous notice.

3.INSTRUCTIONS, RESTRICTIONS
AND OTHER USES

During use, cleaning and maintenance
procedures; it is absolutely necessary to make
sure that the moving parts of the appliance
(motor, chain, etc.) must not be reached with
tools or hands. The manufacturer declines
any responsibility for any injury arising
during use, cleaning or maintenance
procedures.
When using any electric or electronic
appliance one must comply with certain
basic rules. In particular: do not touch the
machine with damp or wet hands or feet; do
not use it while barefoot. Do not expose the
appliance to atmospheric agents like rain,
salt, salinity, etc. Do not allow children or
unqualified people to use the appliance
without proper supervision. Do not iron
fabrics which are not heat-resistant with
high temperatures. Do not iron layers of
laundry which are thicker than 8 mm or
laundry which is not suitable for this type of
ironer, or clothes that contain humidity
exceeding the recommended limit. Do not
smoke near the machine or while using it. Do
not remove or ignore safety devices. Do not
leave anything on the hot parts of the
appliance, not even when ironing has been
finished, because the basin needs a long time
to cool. Do not clean the machine by using
direct or indirect water jets; therefore, install
it far from areas where water jets are used.
ANY USE NOT EXPRESSLY
MENTIONED HERE BELOW MUST
BE CONSIDERED AS  HAZARDOUS.
THE MANUFACTURER DECLINES
ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
DAMAGE DUE TO IMPROPER,
WRONG OR FOOLISH USE.
DISCONNECT THE APPLIANCE
FROM THE POWER SUPPLY BEFORE
ATTEMPTING ANY SERVICING.

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE INSTALLER

4. INFORMATION ABOUT SHIPPING,
UNPACKING, MOVING AND
STORING THE MACHINE

4.1 SHIPMENT
To transport and/or ship the appliance, follow
these suggestions carefully:
When carrying the appliance into a building,
use the appropriate pallet or a similar
platform; use a manual or electric fork lift
possessing the requisite hoisting capacity
and suitable for handling such appliances
(see technical data, page 28). Check that the
ironer can surmount any existing obstacle or
narrow passage  (like staircases, doors, etc.).
Never drag the appliance by a  side panel
or any other part.
When shipping the ironer, use only the
original packing material to ensure sufficient
stability during transport.

4.2 STORAGE
Should the appliance be stored for a long
period before being installed, keep it in its
original package, as this guarantees best
protection. Check that the room conditions
correspond to those mentioned in paragraph
5.3. If the ironer is not to be used for a long
period after startup, make sure that it is
disconnected from the electric power supply
and cover it with its original, plastic
protection bag.

4.3 UNPACKING
1) Prior to accepting the ironer from the
carrier, check that the packing material does
not show any damage. If it does, the machine
too might have sustained the consequences.
If so, unpack the machine in the presence of
the carrier and sign the delivery note with
some reservations. The manufacturer
assumes no liability for any damage due to
transport or incorrect storage.
2) Unpack the appliance with the utmost
care so as to avoid damage. Remove the
transport pallet by unscrewing the screws
from the inner right and left side panels.
3) Assemble the wooden board onto the
appropriate supports by means of the grub
screws and appropriate bolts as shown in
fig.6; the upper end of the screw and the
longer side of the board must face upwards.
4) Make sure that the instruction booklet,
which is usually stuck on the outside of the
package, is not discarded and lost.
Packing material (plastic bags, polystyrene,
wood, cardboard, nails, etc.) represents a

GB   INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION AND USE
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safety hazard and consequently must not be
left within the reach of children. Keep it all
for further transportation or long layup
periods (see paragraph 4.2). Before
connecting the appliance, check that the data
on the rating plate correspond to those of the
available power supply mains. The ironer
must only ever be used for the purpose it was
strictly designed for.

5. INFORMATION REGARDING THE
INSTALLATION OF THE APPLIANCE

5.1 POSITIONING REQUIREMENTS
Apart from a flat floor, these ironers do not
need any particular requirement as far as
positioning is concerned. The rear wall of the
appliance may be placed against a wall, as the
appliance is a frontservice type.
For fume-extracting versions, sufficient
space must be granted for a chimney to
discharge the fumes produced during
ironing (see fig. 1)
Level the appliance by the adjustable feet
and by resting a water level on its side
panels. Check that the weight is distributed
uniformly on the feet, and that the machine
does not shake. If the appliance is to be
shifted to another position, carry out the
levelling procedure again.

5.2 INSTALLATION, USE AND
MAINTENANCE OF THE IRONER (see
fig.1)
Leave some space on both sides of the
appliance in order to allow access during
maintenance or repair jobs, as shown in
fig.1:

1) Front face of appliance;
2) Ironing roller;
3) Control board;
4) Automatic cutout switch (not supplied)*;
5) Side panel containing extracting system;
6) Available equipotential connection;
7) Electric power supply cable inlet with

cable protecting duct;
8) Steam expelling pipe;

* The automatic cutout switch must be
placed so that it can be easily actuated by
the operator in any EMERGENCY event
(maximum distance 3 m).

5.3 ROOM CONDITIONS REQUIRED
FOR CORRECT OPERATION OF THE
APPLIANCE (information for the user)
- TYPE OF PREMISES: CLOSED
- MINIMUM TEMPERATURE: 10°C
- MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: 40°C
- RELATIVE HUMIDITY : 75% R.H.
- ILLUMINATION: 100 LUX (applicable
in Italy; considering the differences among
the different national standards, reference
must be made to the local norms effective in
your country).

5.4 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
(see fig.2)
The appliance must be installed by qualified

personnel following the manufacturer's
instructions and in compliance with the local
standards for electric installations in force in
the relevant country. The manufacturer
declines all responsibility for injury to people
or animals or damage to property arising
from incorrect installation.
Unscrew and remove the right side panel
fastened by four cross-slotted screws. Check
that power supply voltage corresponds to the
rating plate values. Power voltage variations
must not exceed ±10% of the nominal value.
IMPORTANT:
IT IS COMPULSORY TO CONNECT
THE APPLIANCE TO THE EARTH
SYSTEM. For this purpose the machine
features an appropriate earth terminal.
This connection must absolutely comply
with the regulations in force. The
manufacturer declines all responsibility
concerning regardlessness of this safety
rule.
In accordance with the latest safety standards,
the appliance features also an external
terminal for equipotential connection.
It is necessary to install an automatic multi-
polar cutout switch on the electric supply
line ahead of the machine. Contacts must
space no less than 3 mm. The cutout switch
msut be adjusted according to the maximum
electric absorption (see data on the rating
plate and in the table below):

MODEL N° of Rated Threshold
poles power-In

current-Id

100/25 4 10 A 30 mA
100/25 2 25 A 30 mA
120/25 4 16 A 30 mA
120/25 2 25 A 30 mA
140/25 4 16 A 30 mA
140/25AV 4 16 A 30 mA

CAUTION
Machines featuring an inverter provide a
current leak to earth of 5-8 mA, which is
owed to the installation of the interference
filter.
This must be especially considered if various
machines are connected to the same line.
ALL models equipped with the optional
speed changer are fitted with an inverter,
single-phase models included.
Size differential cutout switches according
to the number of connected appliances. Install
a cable-protecting duct of outer diameter 20
mm between the cutout switch and the
appliance's power supply inlet. The inlet is
fitted with a pipe-securing nut which must
be fastened from inside the appliance after
having placed the stiff pipe. The machine is
supplied with a 3m long cord type FROR-
450/750V 4G of 4 sq.mm. Should it be
necessary to replace the cord, use one of the
same type and make sure it is flame-resistant
and duly protected. Once the cable has been
connected, fasten the  nut inside the machine.
The cord must be fitted to the machine at the
time of installation: make sure it suits the

power input as indicated in the table.
The ironer is tested in our factory so as to
conform with the cyclic direction of the
phases: R-S-T (A1-A2-A3) (L1-L2-L3). Do
not change the cyclic direction in order to
avoid damage to the appliance. Cyclic phase
connection is not important appliances with
inverter  (i.e. also in single-phase appliances),
as this sees to its own adjustment.
It is possible to manually check phase
direction as follows:
- Check that the basin is closed against the
roller. If it is, remove the inspection door by
using the appropriate key and turn the motor
handwheel clockwise until the basin is laid
against the roller. Then close the inspection
door again.
- Turn the wall cutout switch on and then
press the start push button; if the basin raises
the phases are connected correctly; otherwise
invert the wires of two incoming phases.

CAUTION: Inform the customer, user or
person in charge of the electrical wiring
inside the laundry room about the
importance of the cyclic direction of the
phases, in order to prevent their accidental
inversion.
THE GUARANTEE IS NOT
APPLICABLE TO APPLIANCES
WHOSE DAMAGE OR FAILURE IS
DUE TO WRONG INSTALLATION

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE USER

6. INFORMATION REGARDING THE
IRONER (see fig. 3)

6.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE IRONER
The appliance is made up of the following
main parts, which appear on fig. 3:
1) Right side panel containing all moving

parts, electric control board and first basin-
moving gas spring.

2) Ironing roller, lined with ironing-suitable
fabric.

3) Heating basin, which presses against the
clothes to be ironed.

4) Lever pedal for automatic basin lowering
and roller start.

5) Emergency finger safety rod. When
triggered it inverts roller rotation and lifts
the ironing basin.

6) Left side panel containing the second
basin-moving gas spring and optional the
extraction system (if any).

7) Wooden board on which the laundry is
laid before being guided towards the
turning roller.

8) Key-locked inspection door for lifting
the basin by hand in case of an emergency.

9) Temperature regulating device and
display for basin temperature.

10) Start push button and green LED.
11) Stop push button and yellow LED.
12) "Heating on" pilot light.
13) Emergency push button.
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14) Speed controller and display showing
effective set value.

15) Fumes outlet to be led outdoors through
a 60mm tube of smooth internal surface.
When connecting up be sure that no more
than 3 or 4   90° bends are installed, as this
could have adverse effects on extraction.
For good machine performance a length of
tubes not exceeding 5-6 mts is recommended.
IMPORTANT:
FIGURE 3 AND THE EXPLODED
VIEWS, ARE NECESSARY  TO
IDENTIFY AND ORDER SPARE
PARTS.

6.2 COMPLETE RANGE OF
APPLICATIONS
Your roller ironer has been designed to iron
woolens, cottons, linen, silk and different
types of synthetic fabrics. Set the appropriate
operating temperatures on the thermostat
according to the instructions provided in this
booklet.

6.3 INFORMATION REGARDING THE
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
The electric installation inside the appliance
is made up of safety and control devices
which are placed on an appropriate plate
inside the right-side panel. Diagrams and
detailed lists may be found further on in this
booklet.

6.4 DOCUMENTS CERTIFYING
MACHINE CONFORMITY
The roller ironer described in the present
manual complies with the following
standards:

73/23/CEE, 93/68/CEE
89/336/CEE, 92/31/CEE, 93/68/CEE
and standards:
EN 60335-1, EN 60335-2-44
EN 55014, EN 61000-3-2, EN 61000-3-3
EN55104

7. INFORMATION REGARDING THE
OPERATION OF THE APPLIANCE

7.1 RUNNING THE APPLIANCE
Switch the appliance on by wall cutout switch
ahead of the appliance and the switch on the
right side of the appliance. The yellow LED
on the control panel will then light up to
indicate that the machine is being powered.
When the START push button is pressed the
green LED and relevant displays will light
up, respectively indicating the effective
temperature and the selected speed (on single-
phase appliances and appliances featuring a
speed changer only).

TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT
The control panel features three push buttons
for temperature adjustment: "+", "-" and
"SET". The display shows the instant
temperature value at the ironing basin.
To display the set temperature value press
the "SET" push button. As the setting flashes,

it is possible to either increase or decrease
the set value by the "+" or "-" buttons. If no
button is pressed for a few seconds the
display will return to its normal mode and
the ironing basin will resume heating.
When the set temperature is reached the
value tends to remain stable within a narrow
temperature range.
NOTE: Variations of ±5-8°C have no effects
on ironing quality. When the first clothes are
introduced the temperature will drop by a
few degrees and then it will return to the set
value. This is absolutely normal and so is the
continuous switching on and off of the heating
system.
Furthermore, during the first hours of use, a
smell produced by the insulation coating on
the heating elements may come out from the
basin casing slots. Such a smell is absolutely
harmless and will disappear after a few hours
of work.

BASIN MOVEMENT
When the pedal lever is pressed the roller
starts revolving in the working direction and
the heating basin is laid down until it presses
against the roller
To bring the ironing basin back to its resting
position just push on the pedal again, so that
the basin is lifted and the roller revolves in
the opposite direction.
It is possible to invert the direction while the
basin is being lifted and before it has reached
its top position. This will speed up work
remarkably.
WARNING: for energy-saving purposes,
the appliance will go off automatically
after the pedal has been idle for 20 minutes.
The basin will then be brought to its resting
position and the STOP yellow LED on the
control panel will go on.

SPEED ADJUSTMENT
FOR SPECIAL MODELS AND SINGLE-
PHASE MODELS ONLY
The driving speed can be adjusted by using
the ” “  and “ “ push buttons.
The adjustable speed ranges from 2 to 4 m
per minute, which correspond to settings
from "1" to "7".
The possibility to change the driving speed
provides higher versatility to the machine,
which will easily cope with the various fabrics
to be ironed.

FINISHING THE IRONING JOB
At the end of the working day it is advisable
to allow the roller to turn for a couple of
minutes with the basin in its working position
and a medium-low temperature setting in
order to let humidity evaporate from the
roller cover.
To switch the appliance off just press the
STOP push button. If the basin is in its
resting position the machine will go off
normally. Conversely, if the roller is still
turning the basin will be lifted and only then
the machine will be put off.

Then cut off the power supply by turning off
both the built-in cutout switch and the wall
cutout switch.

COIN-OPERATED MACHINES
Machines equipped with a coin-meter are
switched on by the insertion of the appropriate
coin and will go off as soon as the
programmed runtime has elapsed. The
procedure followed to switch the machine
off is the one described above for ordinary
machines, except for the fact that it is carried
out automatically, with no need for the user
to operate any device.
The instructions for the change of factory
runtime values are delivered along with such
special appliances.
CAUTION: Never leave the ironing basin
in contact with the roller while hot, as this
will damage the roller cover quickly.
The emergency push button on the
machine must be actuated only in case of
danger for the user and must not be used
to switch the appliance off normally.

7.2 USEFUL ADVICE
Sort out the laundry to be ironed according
to the type of fabric and start ironing the
garments requiring low-temperature. Leave
the most resistant fabrics last and gradually
increase the ironing temperature through the
thermostat. You will then start ironing sooner
without having to wait for the basin to cool
when shifting from high to low temperatures.
The items to be ironed  must contain a
relative humidity ranging between  10 and
20%. In the S140/25 with lamellar padding
version this  range is extended from 10% to
as much as 40-45% R.H., by virtue of the
appliance's extracting system and adjustable
driving speed (which is included as standard
in this model).
The following table indicates the appropriate
temperature settings for the different types
of fabrics. It also contains the current symbols
used by the textile industry:

FABRIC Symbol* Indicat. Temperature

Perlon/arti • Low max. 110°C
ficial silk
Silk-wool • • Medium max. 150°C
Cotton-linen • • • High max. 200°C

  200°C 150°C 110°C
* These symbols  (inside an icon representing
a traditional iron) are currently seen on the
labels applied to garments.
WARNING: Starched laundry must be
ironed last.
Press the luminous start push button (make
sure that the green LED lights up). The
machine will then be ready for use. Then
select the desired temperature as explained
above. With the basin standing in its resting
position, it will be possible to start working
as soon as the set temperature is reached.
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Lay the clothes to be ironed on the wooden
board spreading them out carefully and then
press the pedal. The roller will start turning
and the ironing basin will be lowered. The
roller automatically drags the cloths under
the basin, so avoiding the risk of getting
burnt. The ironed laundry will be dropped on
the laundry-collecting basket. Then press
the pedal again to raise the basin and iron
another garment. Appliances featuring a
speed regulator can iron very stubborn
fabrics, since a reduction of the driving speed
from 4 to 2 meters per minute provides good
ironing results. The fume-extracting model
S140/25 AV differs from the models so far
described only in the fact that they can cope
with laundry containing much higher
humidity.
ATTENTION:
1) IRON USING THE ENTIRE ROLLER
SURFACE
This is very important in order to distribute
the heat uniformly on the roller and to reduce
the wear of the flannel cover.
2) DO NOT IRON LAYERS OF LAUNDRY
THICKER THAN 8mm as this would
quickly wear the cover of the roller.
3) POSSIBLY IRON SINGLE LAYERS
OF LAUNDRY. For best results do not
introduce folded items, because the innermost
layer may not be ironed sufficiently.
When introducing the laundry into the ironer
make sure that buttons, zips, clasps and
buckles will not touch the basin; if they do,
cover them with a cloth or place them in such
a way so that they face the roller.
Do not iron clothes sewn with synthetic
thread, printed fabrics or garments having
plastic parts.
In order to reduce consumption rates in your
laundry room, it is advisable to always have
damp clothes available to be ironed. These
should contain a relative humidity ranging
between 5% and 10% up to 25% for fume-
extracting versions.
Ironing clothes with less humidity may cause
undesired wrinkling, which will
consequently require dampening and
repeated ironing.

7.3 SUGGESTIONS
Do not keep the appliance on when it is not
being used. TURN OFF the main cutout
switch when the appliance is not being used.
During operation remember:
- Not to touch any hot parts (upper outer edge
of the basin), not even at the end of a working
day, because the basin needs a long time to
cool.
- Mind your hands when the basin is
descending and when introducing clothes.
- In case of a black-out when the basin is
down on the roller, open the emergency door
quickly and raise the basin by turning the
appropriate handwheel counter-clockwise,
thus avoiding damage to the fabric and to the
roller cover.
- Before carrying out any cleaning or

maintenance, make sure that both the built-
in cutout switch and the wall cutout switch
are off.
- Do not iron garments which have been
cleaned, dampened or washed with
inflammable or explosive substances unless
they have been previously washed in water.
- Keep inflammable chemical agents far
from the appliance. If possible store in a dry
and aired room which is not accessible to
unauthorised personnel.
- Keep cleaning and polishing products away
from the ironer itself.

7.4 INFORMATION REGARDING
SPECIAL PROCEDURES FOR USE AND
SAFETY
During the first running hours check that:
- The correct working angle between the
operator's arm and forearm is 90°. If the
operator is very short, a platform should
enable the above-mentioned working
position. On the contrary, if the operator is
very tall,   install the appliance on a platform.
A correct working position allows higher
productivity and better ironing quality.
- Once again we wish to point out the
importance of using the wooden board to
prepare clothes to be introduced into the
ironer and so avoid personal injuries.

7.5 ORDINARY MAINTENANCE TO BE
CARRIED OUT BY OF THE OPERATOR
BEFORE CARRYING OUT ANY
MAINTENANCE, MAKE SURE THAT
THE WALL CUTOUT SWITCH
PLACED BEFORE THE APPLIANCE
IS SWITCHED OFF.

The appliance does not require any particular
care thanks to its ergonomic design and to
the use of reliable, high-quality parts.
During use, cleaning and maintenance
procedures  it is absolutely necessary to
make sure that the moving parts of the
appliance (motor, chain, etc.) cannot be
reached by tools or even touched with a
hand. The manufacturer declines any
responsibility for any personal injury arising
while  using, cleaning or servicing the ironer.
Clean the external panels with a damp cloth
regularly. Avoid using inflammable or
abrasive products.
DO NOT USE WATER JETS TO CLEAN
THE APPLIANCE.
After 100 working hours, apply antistatic
wax onto the basin's ironing surface in order
to allow the fabrics to slide through more
easily and to keep the basin clean. Follow the
manufacturer's instructions indicated on the
wax packaging.
After 100 working hours, disassemble the
roller cover by undoing the strings which are
under the cotton sheet on both sides of the
roller. Wash the sheet in warm water (outer
cover) and soak the thick flannel layer in
cold water (inner cover). Dry the flannel
layer in the shade and put the damp sheet
back on the roller without ironing it.

After servicing leave the basin in its resting
position (that is, far from the roller).

PRIOR TO RECONNECTING POWER
SUPPLY THROUGH THE BUILT-IN
CUTOUT SWITCH AND THE WALL
CUTOUT SWITCH, FIT ALL THE
PREVIOUSLY REMOVED PANELS
BACK INTO PLACE.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR
MAINTAINERS AND

REPAIRERS

8. INFORMATION REGARDING
EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE
AND PROVISION OF SPARE PARTS

8.1. TROUBLESHOOTING

• Should the ironer fail to work, make sure
that:
- the wall cutout switch is on and the machine
is getting current;
- the built-in cutout switch is switched on
and the machine is being supplied with
current;
- the emergency door is in its correct place
and safely closed;
- the luminous start push button has been
pressed.
If after checking or carrying out the above-
mentioned steps, the ironer fails to work,
contact your authorised assistance centre or
our dealer (see last page of this booklet).
• If the ends of the roller start to blacken and
the centre of the roller becomes inefficient,
start using the end sections, in order to utilise
the heat on the entire surface of the basin.
The roller will thus become a uniform surface
and better ironing results will be obtained.
If after checking or carrying out the above-
mentioned steps the fault persists, contact
your authorised assistance centre or our
dealer (see last page of this booklet).
• If the basin is too hot and the laundry get
damaged (or it is not hot enough):
- check the temperature setting on the
thermostat and make sure it is suitable for
the clothes to be ironed;
- with the basin cold and standing up in its
resting position make sure that the appliance
reaches the high temperature limit within 15
minutes.
If after checking or carrying out the above-
mentioned steps the fault persists, contact
your authorised assistance centre or our
dealer (see last page of this booklet).
• If the basin does not lower itself against the
roller:
- check that the pressure on the pedal is
transmitted;
- check that the finger safety rod has not been
actuated;
- check that the local power company has not
inverted your incoming three-phase supply ;
if this has happened, have the phases inverted
by our authorised technician or by a qualified
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electrician.
If after checking or carrying out the above-
mentioned steps the fault persists, contact
your authorised assistance centre or our
dealer (see last page of this booklet).

8.2 SAFETY DEVICES
The machine features an electronic control
system that governs ordinary functions and
monitors some of the main settings of the
machine.
Apart from such electronic safety devices,
the appliance is also equipped with
electromechanical safety systems that
provide a high protection degree even in
case of failure of the electronic control.
The settings monitored by the machine,
which are indicated by flashing initials are
as follows:

AL1 SUPERTEMPERATURE OR
FAULTY PROBE

When a temperature beyond 210°C is
measured or when the probe is out of order
this alarm message is displayed and an
intermittent whistle-like sound is emitted
for one minute. The appliance remains like
that, still on but in alarm, until the temperature
drops below the alarm threshold. To eliminate
this problem it is also possible to switch the
appliance off and then on again.

AL2 THE OVERLOAD CUTOUT AT THE
EXTRACTION SYSTEM HAS TRIPPED

When malfunction or overheating is detected
in the extracting motor this alarm message is
displayed and an intermittent whistle-like
sound is emitted for one minute. The machine
is automatically switched off and the ironing
basin is lifted to its resting position. This
alarm can eliminated only by repairing and
if need be replacing the extracting system.

AL4 THE OVERLOAD CUTOUT AT THE
ROLLER MOTOR HAS TRIPPED

When malfunction is detected in the roller
motor  this alarm message is displayed and
the alarm buzzer is actuated. The machine is
automatically switched off but the basin is
NOT brought to its resting position. To
eliminate this problem switch the appliance
off and then on again.

AL5 SAFETY DOOR

If the safety door is opened when the
appliance is on, this flashing message is
displayed. The machine is automatically
switched off but the basin is NOT brought to
its resting position. To exit this alarm status
just put the safety lid back in its normal
position. The position of the safety door is
monitored also when the machine is not
working but it is being energised (only yellow
light on).

AL6 BASIN UP TIME OUT

If after the pedal has been pressed the basin
does not reach its resting position within 10
seconds, this alarm message is displayed
and the alarm buzzer is actuated. The

appliance is automatically switched off and
only by being switched on again will it exit
this alarm status.

FURTHER SAFETY DEVICES
Apart from the electronically controlled
safety systems, the appliance is equipped
with a number of electromechanical
protection devices, i.e.:
1) SAFETY THERMOSTAT, manual reset
type, located at the rear of the machine, on
the control panel side. It cuts off power to the
heating elements as soon as temperature
reaches beyond 220°C. To reset the safety
thermostat unscrew its cap and press the
black pin with a tool until a "click" is heard.
Then screw the cap back in place. Find out
what the cause of overheating was.
2) CUTOUT SWITCH
Disconnects the appliance from the power
mains.
3) SAFETY PUSH BUTTON
Switches the appliance off immediately at
any operating stage.
4) Line and auxiliary FUSES for total
protection of the electric system.
5) ELECTROMECHANICAL OVERLOAD
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
manual reset type for the protection of the
built-in motors.
6) ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Physically and electrically cuts off the
appliance from the power mains.
7)  FINGER SAFETY ROD against
accidental burns. It raises the basin and inverts
the rotating direction of the roller quickly
regardless of the roller driving speed.
8) SAFETY DOOR
To be used during black-out events to lift the
basin and so prevent damages to the laundry
and to the roller cover.
9) POWER SUPPLY CORD
3 m long, supplied with all models except for
single-phase models, built to the latest safety
standards.

WARNING: AS SOON AS A BUILT-IN
SAFETY DEVICE TRIPS, THE MACHINE
MUST BE IMMEDIATELY SWITCHED
OFF AND DISCONNECTED FROM THE
POWER MAINS THROUGH BOTH THE
BUILT-IN AND WALL CUTOUT
SWITCHES. HAVE THE CAUSE OF THE
ALARM BE FOUND AND SOLVED BY
AUTHORISED PERSONNEL BEFORE
RESUMING OPERATION.

8.3 SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE TO
BE CARRIED OUT BY TECHNICAL
STAFF
Any maintenance procedure must be carried
out by our authorised assistance service
centres or qualified personnel only.
BEFORE CARRYING OUT ANY
SERVICING OR MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURE, MAKE SURE THAT
BOTH THE BUILT-IN AND THE
WALL CUTOUT SWITCHES ARE OFF.
Be very careful during maintenance. For no

reason whatsoever must safety devices be
ignored. Always use original spare parts.
Should doubts arise, call our technical office
immediately, referring to the model and serial
number found on the rating plate on the back
of your appliance.

- MONTHLY CHECK
Check the circumference of the roller using
a normal flexible tape measure. The
circumference of the roller must measure
between 740 mm and 760 mm;
homogeneously on the whole roller length.
If the circumference is less than 740 mm, it
is necessary to add steel wool accordingly
and maybe replace the flannel layer. For
these operations, please, consult the relevant
instructions.

- YEARLY CHECK
Grease the basin sliding guides with Teflon
grease.
Check that the safety devices are in perfect
working condition, that is, safety thermostat,
finger safety rod, emergency door
microswitch, earth connection and circuit
breaker placed before the appliance.
Grease the two free wheels and the chain
with Teflon grease. Make sure the chain
tension is adjusted correctly. If necessary,
tighten it by the bolts that fasten the reduction
motor unit.
The reduction motor unit does not need any
maintenance, because it is tight and greased
for life.
The springs do not need any maintenance
either.
Make sure that the connecting screws that
fasten the power supply wires to the remote
switches and the main cutout switch are
tight.
PRIOR TO RECONNECTING THE
POWER SUPPLY BY MEANS OF THE
BUILT-IN CUTOUT SWITCH  AND
THE WALL CUTOUT SWITCH, FIT
ALL PREVIOUSLY REMOVED
PANELS BACK INTO PLACE.

- INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPLACING
THE ENTIRE COVER
Untie the cotton sheet and take off the entire
old cover as far as the roller metal sheet.
Place a spacer on each of the basin sliding
guides in order to prevent the basin from
touching the iron and occasionally getting
scratched.
Take a new roll of steel-wool. Cut one end of
the steel-wool diagonally with a pair of
scissors and place it in the slot on the left side
of the roller.
Start the ironer by pressing on the pedal (due
to the spacers the basin will only be lowered
a little). Closely wind the steel-wool around
the roller taking care not to overlap the steel-
wool. On reaching the right side of the roller,
turn it over. Remove the previously placed
spacers from the basin sliding guides and
start wrapping a second layer on the roller
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going leftwards. On having three layers and
having reached the right side of the roller,
cut the steel-wool diagonally arranging it
very carefully on the head of the roller. The
steel-wool must be held tight, from the
beginning to the end of this procedure.
Apply the jute sheet keeping it parallel to the
roller, and slide it in until wrapping has been
completed.
Increase the thermostat temperature by
setting it at 100°C and make the roller turn
for about ten minutes until the first part of the
layer has completely settled. Wait until the
temperature falls below 50°C and lift up for
about 100 mm an edge of the jute sheet, and
slide the flannel layer underneath it.
Lower the basin in order to entirely wrap the
flannel layer, then raise the basin and lift up
for about 100 mm an edge of the flannel
layer, and correctly slide in the cotton sheet.
The sheet has to be well centred onto the
roller and inserted from the more narrow
side. Its strings have to be on the sides of the
ironer and its seams facing downwards.
Allow the roller to turn for a few minutes until
the entire cover is well stretched out.
Pull the strings moderately until the sheet sits
on the heads of the roller and then tighten and
insert these under the hem of the sheet itself.
With fume-extracting models featuring and
lamellar padding lining it is advisable to
remove the laundry-detaching device before
replacing the flannel layer. After  this
replacement the laundry-detaching device
must be fastened back again by its four
screws in its fixed place. No adjustment is
therefore required. (fig.5)

8.4 IDENTIFYING AND ORDERING
SPARE PARTS
In order to identify the code numbers of
spare parts refer to the drawings with the
exploded view of the appliance and the related
spare-parts list. After identifying the desired
code numbers, send a customary written
order including code numbers and description
of the spare parts. Also inform the
manufacturer of the model, serial number,
power supply voltage and frequency of your
appliance.

9. INFORMATION ON HOW TO
DISMANTLE AND DISPOSE OF THE
APPLIANCE

When the appliance will be considered
unserviceable, dismantle it and dispose of
the components as indicated in paragraph 3.
Sort out the various components of the
appliance in accordance with the refuse
disposal standards in force in your country,
so as to dispose of them separately or recycle
them appropriately. All machine parts can
be regarded as being solid urban refuse,
except for the metal parts which are not
regarded by most European countries as
being particular refuse.

INFORMATION TO USERS
Pursuant to article 13 of law decree 25 July
2005,  nr.  151  relating to  "Implementation
of Directives 2002/95/EC, 2002/96/EC and
2003/108/EC concerning the reduction in
the use of hazardous substances in electric
and electronic apparatus, as well as waste
disposal"

The deleted dustbin symbol on the appliance
indicates the product must be disposed of
separate from other wastes once it reaches
the end of its life cycle.
Once the appliance has reached the end of its
life cycle, the user must therefore take it to a
suitable pre-sorted waste centre for electronic
and electro-technical appliances, or return it
to the dealer on purchasing a new similar
appliance, on a one for one basis.
Adequate pre-sorted waste collection before
subsequently sending the appliance for
recycling, treatment and environmentally
compatible disposal helps avoid possible
negative effects on the environment and
health and favours the recycling of the
materials making up the appliance.
Unlawful disposal of the product by the user
is punishable by the administrative sanctions
indicated in law decree nr. 22/1997 (article
50 and following articles of law decree nr.
22/1997)



MODIFICHE SENZA PREAVVISO, CHANGES WITHOUT NOTICE,  MODIFICATIONS SANS PRÉAVIS, ÄNDERUNGEN VORBEHALTEN, MODIFICACIONES SIN PREVIO AVISO

TARGHETTA TECNICA, RATING PLATE, PLAQUETTE
TECHNIQUE, GERÄTESCHILD, PLACA DE CARACTERÍSTICAS

RIVENDITORE, DISTRIBUTOR,
REVENDEUR, VERTRIEB, VENDEDOR

ASSISTENZA TECNICA, AFTER-SALES SERVICE,
SERVICE APRES-VENTE, KUNDENDIENST,

SERVICIO DE ASISTENCIA TÉCNICA

MODELLO
MODEL

NR. MATR.
SERIAL NR.

ALIM. EL.
EL. POWER

POTENZA TOT.
TOTAL INPUT

PRESSIONE VAPORE
STEAM PRESSURE

ATTENZIONE! E' OBBLIGATORIO IL COLLEGAMENTO A TERRA
CAUTION! THE APPLIANCE MUST BE CONNECTED TO EARTH 
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